A. J. Croce Playlist

Come and Go
AJ Croce, Michael Bizar, Evan Christopher
*Live at the Old U.S. Mint
Engineers: Danny Kadar and Joe Stolarick
New Orleans -- July, 2014

Call of Love
AJ Croce, Michael Bizar
Live at Elephant Quilt Studios

Venus and Adonis
AJ Croce
CD: Twelve Tales

What Is Love?
AJ Croce
CD: Twelve Tales

Make It Work
AJ Croce, Michael Bizar
Live at Elephant Quilt Studios

That’s Me At the Bar
AJ Croce
CD: Early On

Trouble In Mind
AJ Croce
CD: Early On

Fit to Serve
AJ Croce
CD: Early On

Hard Times Be Over
Ingrid and Jim Croce
CD: Facets
I'll Know It's Right
AJ Croce
CD: Cantos

Blinded By the Light
Bruce Springsteen
CD: Greetings From Asbury Park, NJ

Blinded By the Light
Manfred Mann's Earth Band
CD: The Best of Manfred Mann's Earth Band

Easy Money
AJ Croce
CD: Twelve Tales

Rollin' On
AJ Croce
CD: Twelve Tales

Tarnished and Shining
AJ Croce
CD: Twelve Tales

Lovers Cross
AJ Croce
CD: A Song for My Father

Lovers Cross
Jim Croce
CD: I Got a Name

Piano Improvisation
Toussaint and Croce
*Live at the Old U.S. Mint
Engineers: Danny Kadar and Joe Stolarick
New Orleans -- July, 2014

*Broadcast with permission from the Old U.S. Mint.